
Are you familiar with Open Educational Resources (OER)?

Have you ever read an OER text?

Very familiar, have used or reviewed several

Somewhat familiar, have not yet used or reviewed

Have heard of them but have not looked at them yet

Vaguely aware there's something called OER

Never heard of it

Yes



Do you teach any courses in which OER might be used?

In what type of course would you consider using an OER?

Not that I was aware

No

Yes

No

A survey for non-majors

An introductory course fo majors

An upper-level course that uses readings that are in the public domain

I would not consider using an OER



Have you considered using an OER in a course? If so, what was the main motivation?

If not, what is your most compelling concern?

Reducing cost to students

Ease of adoption

Flexibility and easy customization

Quality of the text

Other

Not enough time to make a change

The outside pressure to adopt OER is a turn-off

Questionable quality of available texts



Is there a lot of variation in textbook cost between your courses?

Do you teach any course in which textbook cost is $0?

Haven't found the appropriate text for my course

Other

Yes

No

If yes, what type of class is most expensive?

Yes

No



How much do your students typically pay in the most expensive course you teach (assuming
they buy new copies of all required texts)?

How frequently do you revise your courses and consider adopting new textbooks?

$0 to $50

$50 to $100

$100 to $150

$150 to $200

Over $200

None at all

Annually

Every couple of years



Has the cost of the textbook you are using changed significantly in recent years?

What percentage of your students do you believe avoid acquiring a required textbook?

3-5 years

Greater than 5 years

Never

No

It has decreased in price

It has increased slightly

It has increased a lot

None



Do all the students who acquire the required textbook have it on the first day of class?

How does the textbook content relate to other course content?

A few (less than 10%)

10% to 25%

25% to 50%

More than half

All

Nearly all

Most

Many seem delayed



Do you switch to the latest edition of the textbook as soon as it becomes available?

If so, why?

Identical to lectures, used as review

Supplement to lecture content

Source of review, homework, quiz practice, etc.

Other

Yes

No

Significant updates in a rapidly-changing field

Students like using latest edition with best graphics etc.



Do you choose the textbooks in your courses?

Do you adapt textbook content into lectures, assessments, discussion prompts?

Bookstore has trouble getting older edition

Other

Yes, the decision is mine alone in all classes

Partly; all instructors of multi-section courses choose the textbook together

No, my department chooses textbooks

No, this is the standard text in the field and everybody uses it

Other



Do you support efforts at BSU to reduce students' textbook expenses?

Would you be interested in considering OER for any of your courses? (choose as many
answers as apply)

Yes

No, I create my own content

No, the publisher provides all ancillaries

Extremely

Moderately

I don't find it compelling

I'm against it

If someone helped me find acceptable texts



Would you like to be added to a mailing list or Team disseminating OER information?

Are you using OER content in any classes now?

Do you have any questions about copyright fair use or creative commons licensing that a

If there was some compensation for the work involved in adopting and adapting materials

If there was consensus in my department

If working with OER counted toward professional development goals

No

Yes, here's my email address

Yes

No
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Do you have any questions about copyright, fair use, or creative commons licensing that a
certified expert in faculty or library could answer?

Would you like someone to contact you immediately to answer specific questions or talk
about how to start working with OER?

Yes

No

No thanks

Yes, here's my email:

→
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